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Of all the boys that I've known and I've known some; Until I
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first met you I was lonesome, and when you came into sight, dear my

heart grew so light, dear; This old world seemed new to me. You’re really
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swell and I have to admit you deserve expressions that truly will
fit you, and so I’ve wracked my brain, hoping to explain all the
things you do to me. Bay mir bis-tu sheyn. Bay mir hos-tu
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kheyne bayne bim oif der velt.
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tai-ye-re fun gelt. Fil shey-ne ying-lach ho-ben shoyn ge-
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volt nemen mich, Un fun zey alle oysge-klien hob ich nor
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Please let me explain. Bay mir bis-tusheyn, means that you're
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It means you’re the fairest in the land.

I could say
"be-la, be-la", even say "vun-der-bar". Each language only helps
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Please me tell you how grand you are. Bay mir bis-tu sheyn.
let me explain. Bay mir bistu sheyn, means that you're